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Sequence of eventsSequence of events

 TuesdayTuesday
–– Hare-and-hound exercises: where are we? (TA)Hare-and-hound exercises: where are we? (TA)
–– Results from HH3_Results from HH3_bisbis: how to tag the frequencies as: how to tag the frequencies as Corot Corot’’ss??
–– Results from HH4Results from HH4

 WednesdayWednesday
–– Time frequency analysis (Time frequency analysis (BaudinBaudin))
–– CurveletCurvelet analysis (Lambert) analysis (Lambert)
–– Light curve simulator forLight curve simulator for Corot Corot observations ( observations (BaudinBaudin and  and SamadiSamadi))
–– Analysis methods applied to Analysis methods applied to ““classicalclassical”” pulsators  pulsators ((GarridoGarrido))
–– SigSpecSigSpec (P. (P.ReegenReegen))



Wednesday session (I)Wednesday session (I)
 Time frequency analysisTime frequency analysis

–– Tool existsTool exists
–– Help to understand excitation mechanism (saturation if any)Help to understand excitation mechanism (saturation if any)
–– Help to identify excitation by stellar flares (X-ray observations)Help to identify excitation by stellar flares (X-ray observations)

 Analysis methods applied to Analysis methods applied to ““classicalclassical”” pulsators pulsators
–– Mode identificationMode identification
–– Frequency ratio method (asymptotic mode frequencies)Frequency ratio method (asymptotic mode frequencies)
–– Needs for coeval intensity and velocity observationsNeeds for coeval intensity and velocity observations

 SigSpecSigSpec
–– Deals with fundamental limitation of DFTDeals with fundamental limitation of DFT
–– Adapted for unresolved modes (lifetime > observation) acting asAdapted for unresolved modes (lifetime > observation) acting as

pure sine wavespure sine waves
–– Modes excited by Modes excited by κκ mechanism mechanism



Wednesday session (II)Wednesday session (II)

 CurveletCurvelet analysis analysis
–– PowerfulPowerful denoising denoising of the power spectrum of the power spectrum
–– AdaptativeAdaptative  ‘‘smoothingsmoothing’’ technique technique

 Light curve simulatorLight curve simulator
–– Tool availableTool available
–– Could be part of the COROT time series simulatorCould be part of the COROT time series simulator



Tuesday session:Tuesday session:

Hare-and-hound Hare-and-hound excercisesexcercises



Hare-and-hound Hare-and-hound excercisesexcercises::
where are we?where are we?

 HH1(2000)HH1(2000): time series produced from asymptotic: time series produced from asymptotic
frequencies and simplified frequencies and simplified linewidthslinewidths, amplitude and stellar, amplitude and stellar
backgroundbackground

 HH2 (2002)HH2 (2002): time series produced from model frequencies,: time series produced from model frequencies,
linewitdhslinewitdhs, amplitudes, simple stellar background and stellar, amplitudes, simple stellar background and stellar
inclination (inclination (time series generation recipetime series generation recipe))

 HH3 (2003)HH3 (2003): choice of COROT target (See next VG).: choice of COROT target (See next VG).
Remaining to be done: splitting.Remaining to be done: splitting.

 HH3_HH3_bis bis (2005): Parameters comparison(2005): Parameters comparison
 HH4 (2005): Can we detect modes when the S/N is low?HH4 (2005): Can we detect modes when the S/N is low?



HH4: what if the S/N is very low?HH4: what if the S/N is very low?
TheThe Procyon Procyon syndrome syndrome……

 Time series generated with the code ofTime series generated with the code of Baudin  Baudin andand Samadi Samadi
 Tweaked by TA such that modes are not easily detectableTweaked by TA such that modes are not easily detectable
 Some work done by Garcia et al, TASome work done by Garcia et al, TA……











Echelle diagrammeEchelle diagramme with with Curvelet Curvelet
Lambert et alLambert et al



Curvelet Curvelet analysisanalysis
Lambert et alLambert et al



Detection procedure (after Detection procedure (after Appourchaux, 2005Appourchaux, 2005 ) )

 Smooth spectrum over 10000 binsSmooth spectrum over 10000 bins
 Divide spectrum by smoothed spectrumDivide spectrum by smoothed spectrum
 Smooth normalized spectrumSmooth normalized spectrum
 Set detection probability (1%)Set detection probability (1%)
 Detect peak and compare with expectedDetect peak and compare with expected



HH4HH4

 Work in progressWork in progress
 Seems that we can detect at S/N=1 levelSeems that we can detect at S/N=1 level
 The more, the betterThe more, the better……data are available at:data are available at:
ftp.estec.esa.nl/pub/loitenerife/corot/hh4/hh4_ta

 Fits file, sampling: 32 s, 150 days, Mass: 1.2 solar massFits file, sampling: 32 s, 150 days, Mass: 1.2 solar mass



HH3_HH3_bisbis and  and labelling labelling of frequenciesof frequencies



Frequencies Frequencies labelled labelled as as COROTCOROT’’ss::
Proposal to the SCProposal to the SC

 FrequenciesFrequencies labelled labelled as  as COROTCOROT’’ss
 No censorshipNo censorship
 Anybody can fitAnybody can fit



Frequencies Frequencies labelled labelled as as COROTCOROT’’ss::
BackgroundBackground

 The example of GONGThe example of GONG
–– GONG time series available to the communityGONG time series available to the community
–– GONG mode parameters available to theGONG mode parameters available to the

community and derived from a known recipecommunity and derived from a known recipe
–– Open data policyOpen data policy
–– Open fitting policyOpen fitting policy
–– No censorshipNo censorship



Frequencies Frequencies labelled labelled as as COROTCOROT’’ss:HH3_:HH3_bisbis
Do the data fitters agree on frequencies?Do the data fitters agree on frequencies?

 Use of Hare-and-Hound exerciseUse of Hare-and-Hound exercise
 3 out of 4 agree on:3 out of 4 agree on:

–– Mode identificationMode identification
–– Mode frequency within 0.5 Mode frequency within 0.5 σσ
–– Error bars within Error bars within ±±10% (or less)10% (or less)
–– ll=1 frequency underestimation at high frequency=1 frequency underestimation at high frequency

(-1 (-1 σ)σ)

 Differences arise from:Differences arise from:
–– Wrong mode identificationWrong mode identification

–– Fitting strategy (amplitude of |m|, windows,Fitting strategy (amplitude of |m|, windows,……))



Frequencies Frequencies labelled labelled as as COROTCOROT’’ss::
Proposal to the SCProposal to the SC

 COROT frequencies used as reference and properly referencedCOROT frequencies used as reference and properly referenced
 Data reduction group provides generic recipe for:Data reduction group provides generic recipe for:

–– Solar-like stars, heavier starsSolar-like stars, heavier stars
–– ClassicalClassical pulsators pulsators ( (CepheidsCepheids, , ββ  cepheidscepheids, etc, etc……))
–– Other starsOther stars

 Frequencies are produced using this recipe by one or manyFrequencies are produced using this recipe by one or many
data fitters (to be set)data fitters (to be set)

 Various cases:Various cases:
–– Generic recipe works: OK!Generic recipe works: OK!

–– Generic recipe fails:Generic recipe fails:

»» no COROT frequenciesno COROT frequencies

»» needs for more elaborate techniquesneeds for more elaborate techniques



Frequencies Frequencies labelled labelled as as COROTCOROT’’ss::
Proposal to the SCProposal to the SC

 FrequenciesFrequencies labelled labelled as COROT as COROT
 No censorshipNo censorship
 Anybody can fitAnybody can fit


